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The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people have when their assumptions about
race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric
Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to understand
racism as a practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the defensive moves that white people make
when challenged racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any meaningful
cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality,
and what we can do to engage more constructively.
Card deck contains a set of durable, laminated cards. They can be used with the Everyday Mathematics card deck activity books
or the Everyday Mathematics Games kit. The two-sided card deck is used throughout Everyday Mathematics. On one side, the
cards show a number deck with 4 cards for each of the numbers 0 through 10, and 1 card for numbers 11 through 20. Numbers
are printed in blue or black to easily represent positive and negative integers. The reverse sides of number cards 1-10 show
fractions represented in a variety of ways.
Concise and focused, the Wonders Reading/Writing Workshop is a powerful instructional tool that provides students with
systematic support for the close reading of complex text. Introduce the week’s concept with video, photograph, interactive graphic
organizers, and more Teach through mini lessons that reinforce comprehension strategies and skills, genre, and vocabulary Model
elements of close reading with shared, short-text reads of high interest and grade-level rigor
Examines what is known about dinosaur bones, behavior, and other characteristics and how different the facts often are from what
scientists, from ancient China to the recent past, believed to be true.
Lesson plans and activities to teach science to elementary level students.
In Writers Are Readers, the mutually supportive roles of reading and writing are made visible through the idea of "flipsides;" how a
reader's insights can be turned around to provide insights into his own writing, and vice versa. Lester and Reba's trademark
engaging style is woven throughout chapters full of sample lessons, student writing samples, and recommended texts for
maximizing the flipped concept across the year. "Leading the student to understand what he did as a reader can become a lens
that brings into focus what the writer had to do before a reader ever saw the page," they write. Discover fresh new ways to turn
reading strategies into writing opportunities that your students will be excited about and deeply understand.
The professional development for online teaching and learning that you've been asking for An unprecedented pandemic may take
the teacher out of the classroom, but it doesn't take the classroom out of the teacher! Now that you're making the shift to online
teaching, it's time to answer your biggest questions about remote, digitally based instruction: How do I build and nurture
relationships with students and their at-home adults from afar? How do I adapt my best teaching to an online setting? How do I
keep a focus on students and their needs when they aren't in front of me? Jennifer Serravallo's Connecting with Students Online
gives you concise, doable answers based on her own experiences and those of the teachers, administrators, and coaches she has
communicated with during the pandemic. Focusing on the vital importance of the teacher-student connection, Jen guides you to:
effectively prioritize what matters most during remote, online instruction schedule your day and your students' to maximize
teaching and learning (and avoid burnout) streamline curricular units and roll them out digitally record highly engaging short
lessons that students will enjoy and learn from confer, working with small groups, and drive learning through independent practice
partner with the adults in a student's home to support your work with their child. Featuring simplified, commonsense suggestions,
55 step-by-step teaching strategies, and video examples of Jen conferring and working with small groups, Connecting with
Students Online helps new teachers, teachers new to technology, or anyone who wants to better understand the essence of
effective online instruction. Along the way Jen addresses crucial topics including assessment and progress monitoring, student
engagement and accountability, using anchor charts and visuals, getting books into students' hands, teaching subject-area
content, and avoiding teacher burnout. During this pandemic crisis turn to one of education's most trusted teaching voices to help
you restart or maintain students' progress. Jennifer Serravallo's Connecting with Students Online is of-the-moment, grounded in
important research, informed by experience, and designed to get you teaching well-and confidently-as quickly as possible. Jen will
be donating a portion of the proceeds from Connecting with Students Online to organizations that help children directly impacted
by COVID-19.
Presents a multifaceted model of understanding, which is based on the premise that people can demonstrate understanding in a variety of
ways.
"Why should I read?" Can your students answer that question? Do they have trouble seeing the importance that reading may have in their
lives? Are they lacking motivation, both in academic and recreational reading? Do you think you can effectively teach reading strategies if
students don't understand the benefits of literacy? In Reading Reasons, Kelly Gallagher offers a series of mini-lessons specifically tailored to
motivate middle and high school students to read, and in doing so, to help them understand the importance and relevance reading will take in
their lives. This book introduces and explains in detail nine specific "real-world" reasons why students should be readers. The book contains
forty practical, classroom-tested and reproducible mini-lessons that get to the heart of reading motivation and that can be used immediately in
English (as well as other content-area) classrooms. These easy-to-use motivational lessons serve as weekly reading "boostershots" that help
maintain reading enthusiasm in your classroom from September through June. The mini-lessons, ranging from five to twenty minutes in
length, hit home with adolescents, and in turn, enable them to internalize the importance reading will play in their lives. Rather than telling
students reading is good for them, the lessons in this book show them the benefits of reading.
From the New York Times bestselling creators of Click, Clack, Moo, comes an entertaning introduction to politics. My fellow Americans: It is
our pleasure, our honor, our duty as citizens to present to you Duck for President. Here is a duck who began in a humble pond. Who worked
his way to farmer. To governor. And now, perhaps, to the highest office in the land. Some say, if he walks like a duck and talks like a duck, he
is a duck. We say, if he walks like a duck and talks like a duck, he will be the next president of the United States of America. Thank you for
your vote.
Brighter Child(R) Spanish for Grade 1 helps students master beginning foreign language skills. Practice is included for learning color words,
animal words, family words, and more. School success starts here! Workbooks in the popular Brighter Child(R) series are packed with plenty
of fun activities that teach a variety of essential school skills. Students will find help for math, English and grammar, handwriting, and other
important subject areas. Each book contains full-color practice pages, easy-to-follow instructions, and an answer key.
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Presents a tale about a fallen oak tree in the forest, teaching young readers about its life cycle and the various purposes that it serves in the
ecosystem during every step of its life cycle.
Provide your 4th graders with rigorous reading comprehension practice! Close reading, vocabulary, comprehension, and writing activities
support Common Core learning paths. Plus, downloadable home-school connection activities extend learning at home.
Teachers facing the challenge of meeting the diverse reading needs of students will find the structure and tools they need in Jan
Richardson's powerful approach to guided reading. Richardson has identified the essential components of an effective guided reading lesson:
targeted assessments, data analysis that pinpoints specific strategies students need, and the use of guided writing to support the reading
process. Each chapter contains planning sheets to help teachers analyze assessments in order to group students and select a teaching focus
Includes detailed, ready-to-go lesson plans for all stages of reading: emergent, early, transitional, and fluent
Create strong and effectives PLCs plus—and that plus is YOU What makes a powerful and results-driven Professional Learning Community
(PLC)? The answer is PLC plus— “plus” being the vital role teachers play in teaching and learning. Grounded in four cross-cutting
themes—equity, high expectations, efficacy, and facilitation from discussion to action—the PLC+ framework supports educators in questioning
practices, not just outcomes. It broadens the focus on student learning to encompass educational equity and teaching efficacy, and, in doing
so, it leads educators to plan and implement PLCs that maximize individual expertise while harnessing the power of collaborative efficacy.
Where would we be without conversation? Throughout history, conversations have allowed us to see different perspectives, build ideas, and
solve problems. Conversations, particularly academic conversations ... push students to think and learn in lasting ways. Academic
conversations are back-and-forth dialogues in which students focus on a topic and explore it by building, challenging, and negotiating relevant
ideas. [The] authors ... have identified five core communication skills to help students hold productive academic conversations across content
areas. These skills are: elaborating and clarifying, supporting ideas with evidence, building on and/or challenging ideas, paraphrasing and
synthesizing. This books shows teachers how to weave the cultivation of academic conversation skills and conversations into current
teaching approaches.
This book is about a journey with the Center for Strategic Alliances in Education for School and District Improvement with stakeholders in a
school targeted for school improvement. The first chapter puts into context the notion of school, its purpose and the incumbent variables of
values, attitudes, organizational and leadership behaviors and instructional practices. Throughout the book, the authors look at three
contextual boundaries: (1) historical, (2) the lens of former students and their perceptions of the presence or absence of those variables and
(3) a comparison of labeled schools and the views and perceptions of stakeholders with regard to quality, equity and adequacy. This is a
compelling journey which utilizes quantitative and qualitative data to take a critical look at the processes involved and the strategies used in
America's journey in the quest for excellence. The authors' story is one of the pursuits of innovation, reinvention, equity, excellence and
culturally relevant education experiences that inspire and reframe the discussion about "getting to excellence." The book is replete with
illustrations of weaknesses hidden in abstract policies, institutional persistence, and culturally void programs, methodologies and practices. It
advocates a methodology for arriving at well-conceived processes for achieving acceptance and academic excellence through collaboration
among those to whom education is important - the children and the communities where they live.
The popular author of Classroom Instruction That Works discusses 10 questions that can help teachers sharpen their craft and do what really
works for the particular students in their classroom.
"The third-grade units were written to support the crucial transition children make from learning to read to reading to learn. The opening unit,
Building a Reading Life, launches your students' lives as upper elementary school readers. Children ramp up their reading skills by immersing
themselves in within-reach fiction books while working on word solving, vocabulary development, envisionment, and prediction. The second
unit, Reading to Learn: Grasping Main Ideas and Text Structures, addresses essential skills for reading expository nonfiction, such as
ascertaining main ideas, recognizing text infrastructure, comparing texts, and thinking critically, as well as the skills for reading narrative
nonfiction, such as determining importance by using knowledge of story structure. The third unit, Character Studies, lures children into fiction
books, teaching them to closely observe characters, make predictions, and sharpen their skills in interpretation. The final unit, Research
Clubs: Elephants, Penguins, and Frogs, Oh My!, shows youngsters how to turn to texts as their teachers. Children work in clubs to gather,
synthesise, and organize information about animals, and then use this information to seek solutions to real-world problems"--pearson.com.
Supplement your social studies curriculum with 180 days of daily practice! This essential classroom resource provides teachers with weekly
social studies units that build students' content-area literacy, and are easy to incorporate into the classroom. Students will analyze primary
sources, answer text-dependent questions, and improve their grade-level social studies knowledge. Each week covers a particular topic
within one of the four social studies disciplines: history, economics, civics, and geography. Aligned to the National Council for the Social
Studies (NCSS) and state standards, this social studies workbook includes digital materials.
A unique blend of age-appropriate tracing and writing activities are combined with puzzles to make learning fun while helping kindergarteners
build alphabet and handwriting skills and develop lifelong learning confidence. Identifying letters and learning to write letters and words are
important steps toward reading readiness, and Highlights (TM) infuses Fun with a Purpose® into these essential learning activities. With
vibrant art and engaging prompts, Writing exposes kindergarteners to letters and words through tracing and writing practice and the fun of
puzzles and other activities, including Hidden Pictures® puzzles and mazes.
Dave Stuart Jr.’s work is centered on a simple belief: all students and teachers can flourish. These 6 Things is all about streamlining your
practice so that you’re teaching smarter, not harder, and kids are learning, doing, and flourishing in ELA and content-area classrooms. In this
essential resource, teachers will receive: Proven, classroom-tested advice delivered in an approachable, teacher-to-teacher style that builds
confidence Practical strategies for streamlining instruction in order to focus on key beliefs and literacy-building activities Solutions and
suggestions for the most common teacher and student “hang-ups” Numerous recommendations for deeper reading on key topics
Science, engineering, and technology permeate nearly every facet of modern life and hold the key to solving many of humanity's most
pressing current and future challenges. The United States' position in the global economy is declining, in part because U.S. workers lack
fundamental knowledge in these fields. To address the critical issues of U.S. competitiveness and to better prepare the workforce, A
Framework for K-12 Science Education proposes a new approach to K-12 science education that will capture students' interest and provide
them with the necessary foundational knowledge in the field. A Framework for K-12 Science Education outlines a broad set of expectations
for students in science and engineering in grades K-12. These expectations will inform the development of new standards for K-12 science
education and, subsequently, revisions to curriculum, instruction, assessment, and professional development for educators. This book
identifies three dimensions that convey the core ideas and practices around which science and engineering education in these grades should
be built. These three dimensions are: crosscutting concepts that unify the study of science through their common application across science
and engineering; scientific and engineering practices; and disciplinary core ideas in the physical sciences, life sciences, and earth and space
sciences and for engineering, technology, and the applications of science. The overarching goal is for all high school graduates to have
sufficient knowledge of science and engineering to engage in public discussions on science-related issues, be careful consumers of scientific
and technical information, and enter the careers of their choice. A Framework for K-12 Science Education is the first step in a process that
can inform state-level decisions and achieve a research-grounded basis for improving science instruction and learning across the country.
The book will guide standards developers, teachers, curriculum designers, assessment developers, state and district science administrators,
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and educators who teach science in informal environments.
This is a unique type of student text book for the study of Math 1 or Algebra 1. It includes vocabulary, instructional, and practice materials for
each area of study covered by the usual and customary Math 1 curriculum. Applicable project materials are included for some but not all
areas of study.
Shows how important learning is in a country where only a few children are able to go to school.
Leverage teamwork to integrate the CCSS into your curriculum, and build on a foundational knowledge of PLCs. You’ll gain a comprehensive
understanding of the shifts required to implement the standards in core content areas and find valuable tips and strategies for creating strong
collaborative practices. Identify the essential standards, determine learning targets, define proficiency, learn how to design rigorous
assessments, and more.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 3 Workbook reinforces
what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun, interactive, and
concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes spelling and vocabulary, parts of speech, reading
comprehension, odds and evens, magic squares, multiplication tables, Brain Boxes, and much more.
This book showcases strategies which support teachers and principals as they implement high standards for students. At the same time, it
demonstrates how to meet the needs of diverse learners.

This volume investigates the ubiquitous education of everyday life as people contest the normal, settle on a new convention, and
deal with the difficulties that arise. By documenting adolescent Dominican girls, young men in Silicon Valley, successful venture
capitalists, and others imagining, explaining, and challenging the status quo, this book presents evidence that the proper starting
point for education is struggle and play within and around institutionalized social and cultural conditions. Through a development of
Varenne’s earlier research at the intersection of anthropology and education, this book highlights transformative work that
constructs new cultures, and it presents a revitalized theory of culture, difference, and education.
The third-grade classroom is a beehive of activity, in which young readers transition between emergent and more advanced levels
of literacy. This expertly written guide brings to life the rewards and challenges of teaching third graders and helps teachers
differentiate instruction for diverse learners. Vividly portraying a week in a highly motivating classroom, the authors present easy-touse ideas and activities for building fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, writing, and more. Illustrations, reproducibles, gradespecific resources, and planning tips will make this handy book a boon to third-grade teachers every day of the year.
Apply the "science" of reading to students with moderate-to-severe developmental disabilities, including autismThe Early Literacy
Skills Builder program incorporates systematic instruction to teach both print and phonemic awareness. ELSB is a multi-year
program with seven distinct levels and ongoing assessments so students progress at their own pace.Five years of solid research
have been completed through the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, proving ELSB to be a highly effective literacy program
and more effective than a sight-word only program. ELSB is based upon the principles of systematic and direct instruction. It
incorporates scripted lessons, least-prompt strategies, teachable objectives, built-in lesson repetition, and ongoing assessments.
The seven ELSB levels contain five structured lessons each. All students begin at Level 1. If a student struggles here, go back and
administer Level A. Instruction is one-on-one or in small groups. Teach scripted lessons daily in two 30-minute sessions. On the
completion of each level, formal assessments are given. ELSB includes everything you need to implement a multi-year literacy
curriculum.
A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz (Prisoner B-3087), this timely -- and timeless -- novel tells the powerful story of
three different children seeking refuge.
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